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00:06
I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:19
Historian Eric Foner estimates that approximately 2000 black people held elected office
during America's era of post Civil War reconstruction. This was a period when formerly
enslaved black men, having been given the right to vote, were elected to represent the
south as congressmen and senators and to serve in their local communities in elected
positions. eloquent and insightful. These men took the enterprise of freedom and national
healing with the utmost seriousness. It's a glorious, but brief chapter in American history.
When a true democracy really did seem possible with black people building lives for
themselves as free citizens, many owning their own land and seeing their interests and
their voices upheld in the highest levels of government.

01:21
But reconstruction also brought about the formation of the KKK in 1865. It's spread in the
south as a vehicle for whites to sabotage reconstruction, particularly those aspects aimed
at securing the political and economic security of black citizens. These marauders many
of them respected citizens in their communities, like doctors, lawyers, and law
enforcement officers worked to violently undermine the enfranchisement of black people.
Black people who attempted to vote were threatened, brutalized and sometimes
murdered. The Klan preyed on the aspirations of poor whites by making American success
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into a zero sum game. If Black people made good, they said it was at the expense of their
white counterparts. With the 1876 presidential election, which was inconclusive,
Democrats and Republicans struck a bargain. Republican Rutherford B Hayes would be
made President if federal defense agents would withdraw from southern states, leaving
black voters to fend for themselves amid a deadly voter suppression campaign. Southern
whites reclaimed control. Jim Crow was born America

02:57
for black people, has been a perilous wild ride. But we hang on.

03:04
Today's poem is obod for the whole hood by Nate Marshall. Today, I offer myself all the
small kindnesses I'm out here with breath in my body that what may be stank, and body in
my control. Though it may be too much or not enough. Today, I offer the whole crib a jam
we heard in a minute and permission to turn the news down and move a hip like a
suggestion to a lover. On this day. I declare the pockmarked street I grew up on a miracle.
I declare the bills, even the overdue ones a blessing who knew that we would still be here
to see these injustices. How can we measure the disrespect of lack against that precious
surprise? Real talk today I tell myself truth other than the one that makes me low. I give
myself the gift of a joke with the homies real talk. Today I stay woke to all the terror, but
also to my favorite food or my favorite place or my best hope for our people. And I work
to make all my best lives possible.

04:34
slowed down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation. This project is supported in part by the National Endowment for the Arts on
the web@arts.gov
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